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We show that controlling relative phases of electromagnetic fields driving an atom with a
-configuration energy-level structure enables optical susceptibility to be engineered in novel ways. In
particular, relative-phase control can yield electromagnetically induced transparency but with the benefit
that the transparency window is sandwiched between an absorption and an amplification band rather than
between two absorption bands in typical electromagnetically induced transparency. We show that this new
phenomenon is achievable for a microwave field interacting with a fluxonium superconducting circuit.
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An electromagnetically driven three-level atom with a 
electronic-energy structure, denoted 3LA and depicted in
Fig. 1, yields an optical susceptibility with interesting and
important properties. The 3LA has been investigated
theoretically [1] and experimentally [2,3]. For example,
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [4] arises
by pumping the j2i $ j3i transition so that the j1i $ j3i
transition can controllably be made either absorptive or
transparent to a resonant driving field, thereby enabling
slowing of light pulses. Alternatively, lasing without inversion (LWI) [5], corresponding to amplification despite
the absence of population inversion, can be achieved by
also pumping the j1i $ j2i, thereby providing a second
excitation pathway. Here we show that the 3LA susceptibility for the j1i $ j3i can be tailored by controlling the
relative phases of the fields pumping the j1i $ j3i and
j1i $ j2i transitions, thereby yielding a combination of
EIT and LWI, which we call ‘‘electromagnetically induced
transparency with amplification’’ (EITA). Our theory of
phase-controlled doubly driven 3LA predicts asymmetric
EIT peaks, commensurate with experimental observations
of an anomalous asymmetry of EIT peaks for Rb 3LAs
[3], and we show that this novel system can be realized
with an artificial 3LA based on superconducting circuits.
Superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics
(CQED) has replicated many quantum optical phenomena,
including strong dipole coupling [6], Autler-Townes splitting [7], coherent population trapping [8], the Mollow
triplet [9], and EIT [10], by coupling a nonlinear electronic
circuit to a microwave field passing through a nearby
transmission line. The nonlinear circuit is engineered to
produce just a few relevant energy levels, thereby behaving
as an ‘‘artificial atom.’’ One important subtlety in translating atomic experiments to superconducting CQED is
that, in the optical case, the electromagnetic field is in
three dimensions and undergoes scattering, absorption,
and dispersion, whereas, in the superconducting CQED
case, the passing microwave field is transmitted or reflected
with complex parameters characterizing the strengths and
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phases of the reflected and transmitted fields. Another
subtlety is that superconducting CQED typically employs
just one artificial atom, whereas many atoms are usually
coupled to the field in the optical case. Last, EIT for
superconducting circuits with energy levels in a  configuration has been studied theoretically previously
[11,12].
The 3LA depicted in Fig. 1 has three energy levels jii
with frequency differences !ij and decay rates ij between
levels jii and jji for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g. The jii $ jji transition
with electric-dipole vector dij is driven by a coherent
electromagnetic field with electric field Eij and detuning
ij from resonance with that transition. The corresponding
(complex) Rabi frequency is ij ¼ dij  Eij (@  1). As
will be seen below, in some circumstances, selection rules
do not apply to superconducting circuits, so all dipole
transitions can be driven by applying a trichromatic microwave field tuned near each of the !ij [13].
For ^ ij :¼ jiihjj, the system Hamiltonian is
H^ ¼

3
X
i¼1

!i ^ ii 

1X
ð eið!ij þij Þt ^ ij þ H:c:Þ;
2 i>j ij

(1)

with H.c. denoting the Hermitian conjugate. In the rotating
frame with 12 ¼ 13  23 , Eq. (1) becomes

FIG. 1 (color online). 3LA system with driving fields indicated by solid arrows (blue and red), decays by dashed lines, and
frequency differences between levels by dotted lines.
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H^ int ¼ 

3
X

1i ^ ii 

i¼2

1X
ð ^ þ H:c:Þ:
2 i>j ij ij

(2)

Energy relaxation and dephasing caused by coupling to
uncontrolled degrees of freedom are described by a
Lindblad-type master equation
X

X

3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_ ¼ i½H^ int ; þ D
ij ij  þ D
i ii 
i<j

i¼2

¼: L

(3)

for D½c :¼ c  c^ y  fc^ y c; g=2. Here i is a pure
dephasing rate for level jii, which should be negligible
for flux 3LAs at the flux degeneracy point [14] and for
fluxonium 3LAs in a wider range of flux around this
degeneracy point [15].
For EIT, a strong pump field 23  13 > 0 causes
Autler-Townes splitting of level j3i yielding two absorption peaks at 13 =13 ¼ j23 j=23 for 3 ¼
ð13 þ 23 þ 3 Þ=2 with a transparency window centered at 13 ¼ 0 and full width at half maximum FWHM ¼
12 þ 2 þ j23 j2 =23 [16]. Optical dispersion and absorption are quantified, respectively, by the real and imaginary parts of the first-order susceptibility ð1Þ /
jd13 j2 s31 =13 , with sij ¼ hijs jji the steady-state solution of the master equation [12]. Hence, dispersion and
absorption are proportional to Re½s31  and Im½s31 , shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for EITA, EIT (12 ¼ 0), and LWI
(13 ¼ 0). As expected, these dispersion and absorption
curves are related by the Kramers-Kronig relation.
The EIT absorption curve exhibits a transparency window between two Autler-Townes peaks, and the linear
dispersion curve in Fig. 2(b) indicates that the group velocity is constant and lower in this window. The LWI

absorption curve shows the characteristic transparency at
resonance with absorption in the red-detuned (left) region
and amplification (or negative absorption) in the bluedetuned (right) region. EITA exhibits the transparency
window characteristic of EIT but with the LWI feature
that the window is bounded by an absorption and an
amplification peak rather than by two Autler-Townes absorption peaks. Figure 2(c) confirms that population inversion s11  s33 is always positive for EIT, LWI, and EITA,
so amplification is not due to population inversion.
In fact, EITA is not a simple combination of EIT and
LWI as coherence between levels adds to the richness of
the phenomenon. As depicted in Fig. 3, due to interlevel
coherence, controlling the relative phase of (at least) one
field with respect to the other two affects whether amplification is in the red- or blue-detuned region or even
whether there is amplification at all. This control becomes
evident by taking s23  0 [17]:
s31 ¼ ei13 ½2i13 ðs11  s33 Þði13  12 =2Þ
þ 23 12 eið12 þ23 13 Þ ðs11  s22 Þ=F;

0.2
0.0

a)

0.1

Im

Im

(4)

where F ¼ 4ði13  3 Þði13  12 =2Þ þ 223 and clearly
depicts contributions from the standard EIT (first term)
and LWI (second term) effects. Interference between the
two effects is controlled by the relative phase  :¼
12 þ 23  13 , where we observe that the absorption
curve of Fig. 2(a) is recovered for  ¼ 0. EITA is replaced
by ordinary absorption for  ¼ =2 with 12
13 , and
the mirror image of the  ¼ 0 absorption curve occurs for
 ¼ . For  ¼ 3=2, the absorption curve corresponds
to an EIT profile but with the transparency window replaced by an amplification window and with a linear
dispersion profile, so group velocity is constant and slower
for this window.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Absorption, (b) dispersion, and
(c) population inversion vs detuning 13 =13 for EIT (red dashed
lines), LWI (yellow dotted lines), and EITA (blue solid lines) for
1012 ¼ 13 , 23 ¼ 12 , 23 ¼ 0, 513 ¼ 512 ¼ 13 , and
23 ¼ 13 .
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Absorption and (b) dispersion vs
detuning 13 =13 as obtained from the steady state of Eq. (3)
for  equal to 0 (solid blue line), =2 (dashed red line), 
(dotted green line), and 3=2 (dash-dotted yellow line).
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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Our theory of a 3LA is applicable to a recent EIT
experiment with Rb atomic gas [3], which exhibited both
transmission enhancement and asymmetry between the
red- and blue-detuned transmission peaks. Their theory
[3] explains transmission enhancement but not the observed peak asymmetry. As the lower two levels of their
Rb 3LA are driven by a microwave field, they have a
3LA; thus, our theory predicts peak asymmetry. A quantitative analysis is required to see how much of the asymmetry is due to  structure effects rather than other
reasons. We note that, while our theory also predicts negative absorption (amplification), inhomogeneous broadening and absorption in the gas cell could obscure the
amplification signature. An advantage of our proposal to
study EITA with superconducting artificial atoms coupled
to one-dimensional transmission lines is that EITA can be
investigated in a controlled way without some of the
complications that arise for gases.
Flux [18] and fluxonium [15] 3LAs closely approximate
3LAs away from flux degeneracy [13] and, hence, are
natural candidates for realizing EITA. Figure 4(a) shows
the energy levels structure of the fluxonium 3LA and
Fig. 4(b) the corresponding transition matrix elements
jtij j ¼ jdij j=g, with g being the electric-dipole coupling
frequency, both as a function of the externally applied flux
ext . Away from ext =0 ¼ 0 and 0.5, all three matrix
elements have comparable values such that the fluxonium
can be used as a  system. Flux 3LAs have similar magnetic flux transition matrix elements [13] but are more
sensitive to flux noise and tend to have the state j3i high
in energy. Under these considerations, the fluxonium ap-
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H^ TL ¼

X

Z1

^ cg
^ a;
^ b;
^
o2f

0

^
d!o^ y ð!Þoð!Þ;

(5)

^
with the microwave field annihilation operators oð!Þ
sat^
isfying ½oð!Þ;
o^ 0y ð!0 Þ ¼ o;^ o^ 0 ð!  !0 Þ.
Treating the transmission-line mode as three commuting
quasimonochromatic modes is valid if separation between
the transitions frequencies greatly exceeds the linewidths.
In this approximation, the 3LA-transmission line interaction Hamiltonian is
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
13 y
23 ^y
a^ ð!Þ^ 13 þ
b ð!Þ^ 23
d!
2
2
1
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

12 y
c^ ð!Þ^ 12  H:c: :
þ
(6)
2

H^ int ¼ i

Z1
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pears to be a promising candidate for the observation of the
effect studied here.
The susceptibility, and hence EITA, can be probed by
connecting either 3LA to a transmission line supporting
traveling modes [9]. The absorption and dispersion profiles
can be measured in both transmission and reflection, and a
possible setup for homodyne measurement of the reflected
signal is illustrated in Fig. 5. To determine how much
information about 31 resides in the reflected signal, we
use input-output theory [19]. In the Markov approximation
and focusing on the signals centered about the probe (a),
pump (b), and control (c) frequencies, the transmissionline free Hamiltonian is

By using input-output theory, the output field operator
centered at the probe frequency is then a^ out ðtÞ ¼ a^ in ðtÞ þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
13 ^ 13 ðtÞ, with a^ in ðtÞ the annihilation operator for the
input field centered at the probe frequency. With the homodyne setup illustrated in Fig. 5 effectively measuring
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ha^ out ðtÞi ¼ ha^ in ðtÞi þ 13 31 ðtÞ  rha^ in ðtÞi, access to the
dispersion and absorption profiles is straightforward
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Transition frequencies !i =2 and
(b) coupling matrix elements jtij j for charge coupling in the
fluxonium 3LA between states jii and jji as a function of the
external flux ext =0 , with 0 being the flux quantum.
Parameters are from Ref. [15]. We suggest biasing the artificial
3LA at ext =0 ¼ 0:08, indicated by a dashed vertical line,
where t12 ¼ t23 , optimal for observation of EITA.

FIG. 5 (color online). A fluxonium 3LA, made from the parallel combination of a Josephson junction and a large inductance,
is capacitively coupled to the end of a semi-infinite transmission
line and measured in reflection. A circulator is used to separate
the input and output fields. The output field is amplified (not
shown) and mixed with a local oscillator (LO) to realize a
homodyne measurement.
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through measurement of the imaginary and real parts of the
reflection coefficient r, respectively,
We propose to bias the fluxonium at ext =0 ¼ 0:08,
indicated by a dashed vertical line in Fig. 4, where t12 ¼
t23 as this choice is optimal for observation of EITA.
Contrary to the case of resonators [20], coupling to the
transmission-line traveling modes exposes the 3LA to
environmental vacuum fluctuations of the voltage at the
3LA transition frequencies, thereby enhancing spontaneous decay. As an estimate for the relaxation time in this
case, we use Astafiev et al.’s results, where a flux qubit was
coupled to a transmission line with 12 =2 ¼ 11 MHz at
zero flux [9]. Assuming white noise, the decay rates at
ext =0 ¼ 0:08 can be estimated by using the matrix
elements of Fig. 4, yielding 13 =2 ¼ 25 MHz,
12 =2 ¼ 2:6 MHz, and 23 =2 ¼ 2:6 MHz. Figures 2
and 3 have been obtained by using these values, showing
that EITA with superconducting 3LA should be possible
with current experimental parameters.
Another approach to probing EITA with superconducting circuits is by quantum state tomography, where the
density matrix is fully reconstructed, demonstrating the
noninversion of the population in the amplification window. This can be done, for example, by coupling the 3LA
to a resonator rather than a transmission line [21], and
strong coupling of a flux 3LA to a resonator has been
studied [22–24]. An advantage of this approach is that the
resonator shields the 3LA from noise away from the
resonator frequency, thereby decreasing significantly the
decay rates.
In summary, we have developed the theory of EITA and
shown how it can be implemented in superconducting
circuit QED. The EITA effect is obtained by engineering
the susceptibility of the 3LA by controlling the amplitude
and relative phases of the microwaves driving fields. We
suggest a homodyne measurement scheme for the direct
observation of the susceptibility, and thereby the EITA
absorption and dispersion profiles of the probe field, with
a fluxonium artificial atom fabricated at the end of a onedimensional transmission line. EITA is exciting as EIT and
LWI are found to occur and combine in novel ways within
a single system, and superconducting CQED realizations
enable its controlled study. Finally, an array of superconducting 3LA could represent an essential building block
for quantum communication and quantum computation as
the EITA effect and coherent control of the susceptibility
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enables slowing, storage, and amplification of microwave
fields on demand.
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